
LABODACTA 

LEARNING EVEN BETTER IN THE SCHOOL LABORATORY
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Innovation for school and laboratory
Our experimentation stations with ceiling installation

Wesemann belongs to the leading producers of high-class laboratory furniture systems and furniture for scientific 

classrooms in Europe. For more than 50 years our corporation has been standing for innovative, user-friendly and 

variable solutions. 

 

We are dedicated to get to know our customers’ ideas in detail to support them with our furniture concepts at our 

very best. This particularly applies for science classes at school. The joy of learning and an effi cient communication of 

learning content highly depend on a state-of-the-art and practice-oriented design of the scientific classroom.

With the LABOdacta series Wesemann provides the very best conditions for schools.
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Basics for modern learning
The LABOdacta series is suitable for any teaching method

Ergonomically designed furniture systems are the 

basics for a successful and safe performance 

of an experiment. No matter whether group or 

teacher-centred classes: with the LABOdacta se-

ries schools are able to perfectly adapt to any room 

conditions and teaching requirements. Particular-

ly the ceiling solutions for the ERGOline Service- 

rail, the Servicerail, and the Serviceterminal Pro enable 

a flexible arrangement of the furniture. Please have a 

look on the matrix to find the LABOdacta system suita-

ble for your requirements.
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Servicerail
ERGOline

Servicerail
Serviceterminal
Pro

Desk systems /  
Student energy 
columns

Teaching method
Group and 
teacher-centred classes

Group and 
teacher-centred classes

Group and 
teacher-centred classes

Group and 
teacher-centred classes

Height 
adjustment

Swivelling arm (electric) Fixed height In-line lowerable -

Service 
equipment

 Power 230V
 Low voltage
 Data sockets
 Multimedia sockets
 Gas

 Power 230V
 Low voltage
 Data sockets
 Multimedia sockets
 Gas

 Power 230V
 Low voltage
 Data sockets
 Multimedia sockets
 Gas

 Power 230V
 Low voltage
 Data sockets
 Multimedia sockets
 Gas

- -

 Cold water supply
 Cold water return
 Sewage
 Compressed air

-

Lighting
Workplace lighting Workplace lighting Workplace lighting -

Room lighting Room lighting - -

Use of space
Freely movable
desks

Freely movable
desks

Freely movable
desks

Stationary desks or 
energy columns with 
freely movable desks

Overviwe of the LABOdacta servicesystems
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Design examples
For 32 students
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4

21

3

1   Servicerail ERGOline

2   Serviceterminal Pro 

3   Student energy columns 

4   Student desks with side installation
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LABOdacta Servicerail  
Perfect for any teaching method

The LABOdacta Servicerail is mounted at the ceiling and supplies the student desks the student workstations 

from above. Tables and chairs can be grouped freely. Thus, the Servicerail adapts optimally to every teaching 

and learning situation, whether frontal teaching, group work or independent individual work. Scientific experi-

ments are just as possible as the use of monitors, projectors and computers.
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ERGOline will become operational in no time: at the 

push of a button the lift arm softly moves down which 

is perfect for those with limited body reach. Compared 

to a stationary non-height-adjustable ceiling systems 

without height adjustment this is a considerable advan-

tage.

ERGOline is not just handy - it is safe! When in idle 

state, i.e. when the lift arm is folded up, the sockets 

and gas valves are covered and thus protected against 

manipulation.

Additional safety plus: Since service outlet points 

supplied from above, tangled up cables and hoses no 

longer pose a tripping hazard. 

The self-supporting construction (suspension every 

3m) can be installed without any effort. The robust 

system is low-maintenance and convinces with a long 

service life, tested safety and innovative technology.

LABOdacta Sevicerail Ergoline 
Excellent Ergonomics at the Workplace 
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Lights up the classroom
LABOdacta Servicerail with integrated lighting

To use the Servicerail as source of lighting is also one of our interesting furniture solutions. The illuminant is fully 

and flush-fitted into the housing and ensures, through innovative LED technology, a glare-free, optimal and ener-

gy-efficient illumination of the student workplaces plus the entire room. The CDPS prism cover is suitable both as 

a workplace light (direct light source) or for room lighting (indirect light source).

The dimmable or switchable lamp (16 W) complies 

with DIN EN 12464-1 and has a service life of around 

50,000 operating hours. 

With its light color of 4000 K, the lighting corresponds 

to daylight, with an average illuminance at every point 

of visual tasks from at least 500 lux. 

It is our service to take care of the calculation for your 

individual required, lighting situation.
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LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro  
Flexibility all along the line

With the robust LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro scientific 

classrooms can be equipped according to the latest 

state-of-the-art without charging the budget more than 

necessary. Based on a central feeding point in the room 

all supply pipes are routed to the Serviceterminal Pro 

through an installation duct and a cable trailing system. 

The unit is suspended on electric-driven adjustable lifting 

columns and holds all services required for the experi-

ments. This extremely compact design of the Serviceter-

minal provides a maximum flexibility to make use of the 

room. Due to an infinitely variable height adjustment the 

Serviceterminal Pro can be moved upwards to completely 

remove the service outlet points from the students’ area 

of access, thus excluding unauthorized use. By means of 

the infinitely variable electric height adjustment, the LA-

BOdacta Serviceterminal Pro can easily and safely route 

services such as power, compressed air, water, sewage 

or IT data to the students’ workplaces. A compact and 

cost-efficient option to meet the demands of ever new 

teaching methods and room structures.
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Modern media supply
LABOdacta Serviceterminal Pro - economical and practical

The extremely compact design of the Serviceterminal Pro 

allows a maximum flexibility in the use of space. Due to 

the motorized height adjustment the units can be mo-

ved upwards to rest on the ceiling when not in use. This 

completely removes the media access points from un-

authorized use. The Serviceterminal Pro is controlled by 

the teacher via a central switch. An additional advantage 

is that the acoustics, lighting and visibility in the specia-

list room are not impaired. Steel profiles, with which the 

entire construction is anchored to the ceiling, ensure a 

secure hold. The design of the Serviceterminal is desig-

ned for simple, student-friendly operation. The respective 

connections are clearly marked, and the students can 

easily connect the media.
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Desk systems and student energy columns
Work centrally – learn in a team

The LABOdacta program provides the planner with an extensive range of table types in a wide variety of confi-

gurations - with a C-leg or 4-leg frame, height-adjustable or with the option of floor mounting. The LABOdacta 

energy column is the central element: it is mounted on the floor and the tables can be freely grouped around it. 

The ideal construction for changing the classroom layout for group lessons in just a few simple steps.
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Desk systems and student energy columns
Best conditions for safe experiments

The robust tables with melamine, solid core or fine 

stoneware composite table tops are available up to 

a length of 2,400 mm. They meet the highest quality 

standards and do fit to all requirements for teaching 

methods and classroom sizes.

The LABOdacta energy column can be adapted easily  

to your tasks. They are available in a wide variety of 

configurations for gas and water supply, with single 

and multi-media fittings, as well as basins and covers 

in various materials. The electrical equipment of the 

energy column offers Schuko sockets with child pro-

tection, selectable voltage sockets and network con-

nection RJ45.
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LABOdacta - the complete system
Solutions for science classrooms

Teacher’s experimentation stations as well as prepa-

ration and presentation technology are just as much 

a part of the Wesemann range as cupboard systems 

and safety cupboards for the storage of hazardous 

substances or our emergency aid cupboard. There are 

also deductions for working safely in class. The con-

cept behind LABO- dacta is to think things through to 

the end - there are no „half-baked“ solutions.

This is illustrated by the example of the teacher’s ex-

perimentation station: modular and compact, they 

offer direct access to all safety-related operating and 

monitoring functions. With a large selection of subs-

tructures and worktops, they can be ideally adapted 

to the requirements of all science lessons. The result: 

A comfortable experimental setup and a clear, exciting 

presentation in front of the class.
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Well prepared - safely stored
A good basis for experiments

The clear and, above all, safe storage of all teaching 

materials is an indispensable prerequisite for teachers 

to ensure good teaching. With our cupboard systems, 

we offer plenty of space for every type of teaching ma-

terial.

The prep room is the teacher‘s laboratory. With the 

creative solutions from Wesemann, all requirements 

for a successful preparation of the experiments are 

met.
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The Unidemo fume cupboad
Stationary or mobile - with certainty the perfect perspective

The „UNIDEMO“ is a fully-fledged deduction for the 

demonstration of student experiments, which can be 

viewed by the students across the entire workspace. 

The teacher stands on the operating side, protected 

through the cross slide, and can carry out the expe-

riments from there. The demonstration trigger allows 

an effective design of the lesson. The mobile version 

can be used with all options on each docking station 

in different rooms.
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Environmental protection and sustainability
The responsible use of resources is an integral part of Wesemann‘s 
corporate philosophy

It is our goal that the materials we use and their pro-

curement have as little negative impact on the environ-

ment as possible.

By working closely with our suppliers and partners, we 

try to ensure that the materials we use are manufac-

tured using methods that are sustainable for people 

and the environment. We prefer to work with regional 

or national suppliers and always rely on good partner-

ships.

All of this helps us conserve valuable natural resources 

for future generations and sustains our business in a 

sustainable manner.
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We build on sustainable wood material
Because we take responsibility for our environment

The environmental management at Wesemann com-

bines the international ISO 14001 and the European 

EMAS III under one roof.

 

In addition, we build our furniture from sustainab-

le wood material - because we are FSC® and PEFC 

certified. That ensures, that our suppliers source the 

wood from regional or European forests and from sus-

tainable forestry to build our products. 

And last but not least: We work with electricity from 

renewable energy sources. Our amount of energy is 

generated from 100% renewable energies and fed into 

the supply grid.
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We reserve the right to make changes in colour, dimensions and technical design for the purpose of improvement. Reproduction or printing is not allowed without our permission.

Wesemann GmbH – Headquarters 
Max-Planck-Straße 15-25

28857 Syke 
Germany 

Phone: +49 (0) 42 42 594 0 
Fax: +49 (0) 42 42 594 333 
Mail: info@wesemann.com

www.wesemann.com

Wesemann Benelux B.V. - Location Rotterdam
Van Nelle Fabriek, Kantoor 1.B2 

Van Nelleweg 1
3044 BC Rotterdam

The Netherlands

Phone: +31 (0) 10 313 5850
Mail: info@wesemann-benelux.nl

www.wesemann-benelux.nl


